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(NAPSA)—As temperatures
become cooler, fall fashion heats
up with a focus on feminine
details, new shapes and textures,
and rich colors. Savvy shoppers
will find all the season’s designer
must-haves, for less, at off-price
retailers such as Marshalls and
T.J.Maxx. Here’s a sneak peek at
what you’ll want in your closet
this fall:  

Glamorous Colors: This sea-
son, colors are deep and rich, in
purple, spice and teal. Bright
berries and reds will also have
everyone falling for the season’s
hottest fashions. Knits look
sophisticated in deep purples,
while dolman tops wow in rich,
winter grays and fall florals.
Cashmere ponchos  in earth tones,
creams and light browns pair
beautifully with accent colors of
teal or deep spice.  

Feminine Details: Feminine
details and demure prints return.
Blouses with tie necks, bow
details and flowing, dolman or
exaggerated kimono sleeves add a
pristine feel, while fall floral and
polka-dot prints are constructed
with delicate chiffon.  

Lovely Fabrics: Fabrics like
silk and georgette paired with
solid-color staples are easy to dress
up or down. Chunky knits keep it
cozy in warm winter hues along
with oversized, marbled yarns.
Boiled wools, leather and suede are
chic and add a dose of autumnal
style. Ponchos and wraps, like the
ruana, abound in a variety of fab-
rics, textures and colors, from deep
purples to spice and camel. To find
these styles for up to 60 percent off
specialty and department store
prices, shop off-price. 

Feminine Silhouettes: Flare-
leg trousers and denim are offi-
cially back en vogue. Skirts vary in
length and styles vary from pencil
to A-line or fit to flare. Dresses
include such details as voluminous
sleeves, faux fur trim, belted styles
and animal prints and can take
you from day to night. 

Showstopping Shoes: Tall
wedge riding boots with faux
shearling trim, lace-up or hiker
stacked-heel suede booties and
motorcycle boots with buckle

details take center stage. Other
fall shoe trends include animal
print and platform styles with
color block heels, plus flats with
unique toe embellishments. 

Outerwear: Outerwear comes
in many styles, including the clas-
sic belted trench, as well as
leather jackets with shearling or
faux fur trim and tremendous
attention to detail with zipper and
button accents. Sleeve detail is
also a must-have, with dolman or
¾-length sleeves rounding out the
trends for the season. 

Fabulous Accessories: Struc-
tured satchels, totes and bucket
bags come in deep seasonal colors
and animal prints. Pair them with
ladylike gloves featuring rosettes
and ruching and silk or cashmere
scarves. Jewelry, from layered
bangles to tassel detailing and
statement necklaces, is both
pretty and sophisticated.  

Fast Fashion Facts: Shop-
ping  at off-price retailers such as
Marshalls and T.J.Maxx means
every stylish shopper can snag the
same on-trend, designer goods as
seen in department stores—for
less—every day. The stores’ buyers
travel to more than 60 countries,
over 40 weeks a year, to deliver
amazing merchandise every day.
Plus, with 10,000 new items deliv-
ered to every store, every week,
there’ll always be a new assort-
ment of fabulous finds.  
For more information, visit

www.marshallsonline.com or
www.tjmaxx.com. 

Fall Fashion Forecast

Sleeve detail is in on outerwear,
with bat wing, dolman or 3⁄4-length
sleeves top trends.  

(NAPSA)—A helpful band of
electronic butterflies may soon
keep many motorists from getting
butterflies in the stomach from
fear of running out of fuel. That’s
because the more butterflies that
appear on the dashboard of a new
all-electric car, the more confident
the driver can feel about having
enough battery life to keep on
going.
It’s all part of the way one

automaker is working to create cars
that best fit the needs of drivers.
Ford chose to use butterflies

after testing the in-dash display
on a number of potential cus-
tomers through a specially de -
signed driving simulator. It takes
users on an 11-mile circuit
through a variety of terrain that a
typical drive might include—hills,
cities and flat land. In the simula-
tor, a user sees exactly the same
information that would appear in
the real car, including two 4.2-
inch full-color LCD screens flank-
ing the speedometer in the center.
These screens provide details on
battery charge, distance to charge
point, the corresponding budget
and expected range surplus.
Feedback from these driving

simulations are then used by
automotive engineers to make
sure the interactive display in the
car is easy to use and meets driv -
ers’ needs for simple-to-under-
stand information about range,
destinations and charge points,
helping owners plan trips most
effectively.
“These screens are an integral

part of Focus Electric and we
thought the best way to make
sure they would do their job is to
have people come in and try them
out for themselves,” explained
Ford engineer Paul Aldighieri. 

The idea was to make informa-
tion accessible, particularly for
people who are not familiar with
the electric vehicle experience.
That’s where the butterflies came
in. Specifically, they were used to
graphically represent how much
farther the battery could take the
car. An earlier idea, to use a cir-
cuit board, was poorly received. It
was seen as cold, unattractive and
not exciting and dropped in favor
of the butterflies.
Drivers who want more in-depth

information can use buttons on the
steering wheel to configure their
own custom information screen,
choose trip budgets and range views
and decide whether to display asso-
ciated text with each screen.
The system also helps drivers

make the best use of the vehicle’s
regenerative brakes to recapture
kinetic energy and send it back to
the battery. 
At the end of each trip, a dis-

play screen provides distance dri-
ven, miles gained through regen-
erative braking, energy consumed
and comparative gasoline saved
by driving electric.

Learn More
For more information, you may

care to flutter on by to www.
ford.com.

Why Seeing Butterflies While Driving Can Be Good

The more blue butterflies a driver
sees on the dash of one new car,
the farther it’ll go without refueling.

Don’t Let The Bed Bugs Bite! 
(NAPSA)—If the thought of

bed bugs attacking your home has
you scratching already, here are
some tips to help you figure out if
you have bed bugs: 
•Check for bites. Bed bug bites

are usually flat welts or raised,
red bumps that itch. However,
only 30 percent of people who are
bitten have a reaction to the bite. 
•Keep an eye out for bed bug

droppings or small blood stains on
your sheets when you wake up.
•Bed bugs can also smell like

raspberries, raw beef or moldy
shoes in places that are infested. 

•Be on the lookout for eggs!
Bed bug eggs are pearly white and
difficult to spot with the human
eye. Adult bed bugs are about the
size of a grain of rice. 
•Bed bugs are nocturnal, so

the best time to try to spot them is
at night. Use a flashlight!
•Spot one? Now help is avail-

able in the form of a spray—RID
Home Lice, Bedbug and Dust Mite
Spray—designed to be one of the
first steps to get rid of bed bugs.
For more information, visit
www.ridbedbugs.com and say good
riddance! 

The good news is that an infesta-
tion of bed bugs in your home
has nothing to do with how clean
your home is.

In music, a 1/16 note is also
called a “semiquaver.”

Short height and speeches on
behalf of the Democratic party
earned President James Polk the
nickname “Napoleon of the
Stump.”

Food was first served on a com-
mercial airplane in 1919.

(NAPSA)—If you know of an
individual or organization with an
innovative idea for helping older
Americans get back to work, you
can go to www.aarp.org/income
grants to learn more about the
AARP Foundation Income Grants
Program that offers funding.

* * *
The 24-hour preschool television

channel Sprout has designed the
“Kindness Counts” campaign to sup-
port the development of empathy in
preschoolers and promote small acts
of kindness that matter big.  Parents
can visit SproutOnline.com to add
their child’s act of kindness to the
Kindness Counter.

* * *
A community service project

called FUELS—for Faurecia Unites
with Employees for Local Service—
donated more than 148,000 pounds
of nonperishable food to food banks
across North America in 2010. It’s
a joint effort of automotive supplier
Faurecia and its employees. Learn
more on Facebook at www.face
book.com/FaureciaFuels.

* * *
Preventing problems before

they occur can keep your spa
sparkling clear. A SpaGuard
dealer can help. Learn more at
www.spaguard.com and (800) 932-
5943. 

* * *
LASIK is a safe and effective vision

correction option for those who are
nearsighted, farsighted or have astig-
matism. The American Re fractive
Surgery Council offers a checklist to
help determine if you are a candidate
for LASIK at www.  americanrefractive
surgerycouncil.org. 

***
Ah, how good it feels! The hand of an old friend.

—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
***

***
A man’s growth is seen in the successive choirs of his friends.

—Ralph Waldo Emerson
***

***
As long as you derive inner help and comfort from anything,
keep it.

—Mahatma Gandhi
***

***

Happiness is when what you think, what you say, and what you
do are in harmony.

—Mahatma Gandhi
***
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